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1: Back to the Future - Wikipedia
Marty is a American romantic drama film directed by Delbert Mann. The screenplay was written by Paddy Chayefsky,
expanding upon his teleplay of the same name. The film stars Ernest Borgnine and Betsy Blair.

Louis , Missouri after the release of Used Cars. Gale had not known the president of his own graduating class,
and wondered whether he would have been friends with his father if they went to high school together.
Zemeckis was concerned that children would accidentally lock themselves in refrigerators, and felt it was
more useful if the time machine were mobile. The DeLorean DMC was chosen because its design made the
gag about the family of farmers mistaking it for a flying saucer believable. Zemeckis and Gale initially had
shown the screenplay to Spielberg, who had "loved" it. Now a high-profile director, Zemeckis reapproached
Spielberg with the concept. The studio was set to begin shooting a comedic send-up of Double Indemnity
entitled Big Trouble. Price was a former Columbia executive who had been fond of the script for Back to the
Future during his tenure there. As a result, Universal agreed to trade the Double Indemnity license in exchange
for the rights to Back to the Future. Appalled, Zemeckis asked Spielberg for help. Spielberg dictated a memo
to Sheinberg convincing him they thought his title was a joke, thus embarrassing him into dropping the idea.
Spielberg used the omitted refrigerator and Nevada nuclear site elements in his film Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull. Fox as McFly in the finished film Michael J. With co-star Meredith Baxter on
maternity leave , he refused to allow Fox time off to work on a film. Back to the Future was originally
scheduled for a May release and it was late when it was learned that Fox would be unable to star in the film.
Thomas Howell and Eric Stoltz. Stoltz impressed the producers enough with his earlier portrayal of Roy L.
Dennis in Mask which had yet to be released that they selected him to play Marty McFly. Spielberg explained
Zemeckis felt Stoltz was not comedic enough and gave a "terrifically dramatic performance". Gale further
explained they felt Stoltz was simply acting out the role, whereas Fox himself had a personality like Marty
McFly. He felt Stoltz was uncomfortable riding a skateboard, whereas Fox was not. I even dreamed of
becoming a rock star. Lloyd originally turned down the role, but changed his mind after reading the script and
at the persistence of his wife. He improvised some of his scenes, [22] taking inspiration from Albert Einstein
and conductor Leopold Stokowski. The director joked he was "endlessly throwing a net over Crispin because
he was completely off about fifty percent of the time in his interpretation of the character". Wilson was cast as
Biff Tannen because the producers felt that the original choice, J. Had Fox been cast from the beginning,
Cohen probably would have won the part because he was sufficiently taller than Fox. Hardin was dismissed
before she had a chance to shoot a single scene and was replaced with Claudia Wells. He averaged five hours
of sleep each night. During Fridays, he shot from 10 pm to 6 or 7 am, and then moved on to film exterior
scenes throughout the weekend, as only then was he available during daytime hours. It was just this weird ride
and I got on. He recalled that because they shot night after night, he was always "half asleep" and the "fattest,
most out-of-shape and sick I ever was". Then we would just totally trash it down and make it all bleak and
ugly for the s scenes. Blacker House , while exteriors took place at Gamble House. To make sure the film met
this new date, two editors, Arthur Schmidt and Harry Keramidas, were assigned to the picture, while many
sound editors worked hour shifts on the film. Eight minutes were cut, including Marty watching his mom
cheat during an exam, George getting stuck in a telephone booth before rescuing Lorraine, as well as much of
Marty pretending to be Darth Vader. Zemeckis almost cut out the " Johnny B. Goode " sequence as he felt it
did not advance the story, but the preview audience loved it, so it was kept. Back to the Future: Silvestri began
recording the score two weeks before the first preview. He also suggested Huey Lewis and the News create the
theme song. Their first attempt was rejected by Universal, before they recorded " The Power of Love ". Fox
lip-synched "Johnny B. On November 24, , an authorized, limited-edition two-CD set of the entire score was
released by Intrada Records. Zemeckis was concerned the film would flop because Fox had to film a Family
Ties special in London and was unable to promote the film. Ebert commented "[Producer] Steven Spielberg is
emulating the great authentic past of Classical Hollywood cinema , who specialized in matching the right
director Robert Zemeckis with the right project.
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2: ::Marty Friedman Official Website::
Marty is a bittersweet, sometimes funny, sometimes poignant, and always realistic comedy-drama about Marty Pilletti
(Ernest Borgnine), a year-old Bronx butcher.

Buffy and Marty exercising together. They try to one-up each other so much that Marty even pretends that he
ate a live frog. Marty introduces himself again to Buffy like he did in Dancing in the Dark by asking if he
knows her and Buffy responds the same way she responded. Competition intensifies between Buffy and Marty
as Buffy tries to prove that she can beat Marty. During the exercises, they exchange flirtatious smiles while
trying to outperform each other. Buffy makes sure to outperform Marty in all exercises and makes him race
her just so she can beat him. Buffy and Marty smash talk each other on the hallway in their usual flirty
manner. Andi notices the flirtations and tells Buffy she might have a crush on Marty but Buffy refuses. Buffy
challengs Marty to a real race to prove who is the fastest, once and for all. When Buffy loses her shoe, she
suspects that Marty stole it to sabotage her during the race. Buffy feels guilty after realizing that she crossed
the line. She promises Marty new shoes but fails to apologize. Marty and Buffy agree to race again and prove
who is the fastest so that they can end the feud. Buffy asks Marty if he would still talk to her if they raced and
they won. Marty asks her the same thing. They both exchange flirty smiles. Chinese New Year Marty is
signing up for the boys basketball team, and Buffy tells him that he loves to play basketball too. She leaves the
scene making an air shot and Marty looks at her. So Marty comes and is the perfect match for Buffy to
compete After playing with Marty Buffy seems to be having fun, she plays and Marty play the banter card.
Marty tells Buffy that he really hopes that she is to much and hopes that she and her stupid ego make the team.
Marty and Buffy try out for the team. They get along so well, but only Buffy makes the team.
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3: Marty (film) - Wikiquote
October 21, , is the date Marty McFly visited in Back To The Future II. Fans of the film can celebrate at events from
London to LA including street marches, location tours and themed dances.

Quotes [last lines] Marty McFly: Hey, Doc, we better back up. Wait a minute, Doc. Are you trying to tell me
that my mother has got the hots for me? Are you telling me that you built a time machine Why do you keep
calling me Calvin? Jesus, George, it was a wonder I was even born. Better get used to these bars, kid. I finally
invent something that works! You guys are being real mature. Maybe you were adopted. Do we become
assholes or something? I suppose Jane Wyman is the First Lady! And Jack Benny is secretary of the treasury.
Good night, future boy! The-the-the bruise on your head, I know how that happened. You told me the whole
story. You were standing on your toilet and you were hanging a clock, and you fell and you hit your head on
the sink. Doc is setting up the cable that will channel the lightning bolt into the time machine] Hill Valley area
weather this Saturday night. Mostly clear, with some scattered clouds. Lows tonight in the upper 40s. Are you
sure about this storm? Since when can weathermen predict the weather, let alone the future? Doc, about the
future Even if your intentions are good, it can backfire drastically! But your kids are gonna love it. You know,
Marty, you look so familiar to me. Do I know your mother? If you put your mind to it, you can accomplish
anything. Weight has nothing to do with it. On the night that I go back in time, you will be shot by terrorists.
Please take whatever precautions are necessary to prevent this terrible disaster. You gonna order something,
kid? Give me- Give me a Tab. Give me a Pepsi Free. Why do you let those boys push you around like that
for? Have some respect for yourself. I could run for mayor. You wait and see, Mr. You can start by sweeping
the floor. I like the sound of that. George wakes up screaming - Marty pauses the music. George looks up to
see Marty, who is unrecognizable because he is wearing a radiation suit] George McFly: My name is Darth
Vader. I am an extraterrestrial from the planet Vulcan! Doc, do you have a ohm matching transformer?
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4: Back to the Future () - Michael J. Fox as Marty McFly - IMDb
Character. Marty is a friend of Rory Gilmore and fellow Yalie. He works several jobs while in school to make ends meet.
Marty has an unrequited love interest in Rory. He exits in the middle of season 5 after confessing his feelings to Rory
only to be rebuffed, but then he returns in season 7 as Lucy's boyfriend.

Destroyed by a diesel locomotive, October 27 , Marty: Are you telling me you built a time machine Besides,
the stainless steel construction makes the flux dispersal- look out!!! On November 5 , , Doc was standing on
the edge of his toilet , while hanging a clock in his bathroom. But the porcelain was wet, making Doc slip, fall
and hit his head on the sink. When Doc came to, he had a vision of the flux capacitor in his head, and drew a
crude schematic diagram as well as scrawling some hurried calculations. The capacitor was constructed
afterward and completed in The following section is considered non-canon or is disputed in canonicity.
Non-canon or disputable information ends here. The first test Main article: Doc Brown revealed his creation to
his friend Marty McFly at Twin Pines Mall , in the early morning of October 26 , , and for its first test, Doc
sent his dog Einstein one minute into the future. The sequence of events that followed were as so; after Doc
revved up the engine to 65 m. A faint glow developed at the front of the car and then engulfed the vehicle. The
coils lit up, internal circuits glowed, and the flux capacitor fired rapidly. Suddenly the car seemed to explode
just before it hit Doc and Marty. Fire trails then scorched the pavement where the vehicle would have passed
through, completing the temporal displacement sequence. The molecular structure of both Einstein and the car
are completely intact! I sent him into the future! One minute into the future to be precise. And at exactly 1: For
Einstein, the trip was instantaneous, but to Marty and Doc they had to wait exactly one minute to catch up to
Einstein in the timeline. In the meantime, Marty asked why a DeLorean was used. Doc explained that it
needed some style and implied that the stainless steel construction of the car helped it in temporal
displacement. The car suddenly appeared where Doc and Marty were standing and screeched to a halt as a
frozen shell. Supercooled from traveling through time, the gullwing door was troublesome for Doc to open
while using his hands. Inside the car, Einstein was unharmed, much to the surprise of Marty. Doc then showed
Marty the interior and its controls. This one tells you where you are. This one tells you where you were. From
there he left the cockpit of the DeLorean and reminisced about the past, particularly about Old Man Peabody
owning the land that is now Twin Pines Mall and his pine tree farm. I can remember when this was all open
land as far as the eye can see. Old Man Peabody owned all of this. He had this crazy idea Marty ran into the
DeLorean to try to escape the Libyans. Marty accidentally turned the time circuits still set to on while shifting,
and as he avoided being destroyed by a rocket-propelled grenade , he sped up to 88 and entered temporal
displacement. A radiation suit -clad Marty trips as he leaves the DeLorean. Believing that the vehicle was
from another world, they screamed in horror as Marty lifted the gullwing door and stepped out, dressed in a
radiation suit. The DeLorean at Lyon Estates in Marty pulled the DeLorean onto a highway that ran by the
future site of Lyon Estates. He immediately stopped and viewed the undeveloped land stretch far out into the
distance, questioning whether or not it was a dream. A meter in the DeLorean indicated that it was out of
plutonium , and the car shut down. Marty failed to get it running again and decided to hide the DeLorean
behind the Lyon Estates sign, covered by a few shrubs, and walked the two miles to town. Ha ha, it works! I
finally invented something that works. Doc opened the door and turned on the flux capacitor which he had
envisioned after his fall earlier that day. On the 12th, Doc brought the time machine to Courthouse Square in
downtown Hill Valley, and started working on the cable assembly that would harness the impending lightning
strike. Arriving late, Marty was briefed by Doc, just as the storm moved in and took down a tree. Marty drove
the DeLorean to the starting line at the Bluebird Motel , and inserted a tall connecting hook into the flux
capacitor. He then waited for the alarm to go off while Doc reconnected the cable, and decided to reset the
controls to arrive 11 minutes earlier than scheduled. With that, the engine suddenly died, and left Marty trying
to restart it. Marty finally and unexpectedly succeeded in restarting the engine after head-butting the horn in
frustration, and took off. In , Red the Bum was awoken by the sonic boom of the DeLorean, followed by the
sound of a crash at the Town Theater. Marty jumped out of the icy time machine to check out downtown and
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to verify that he had gotten back to the future, and back to his normal year of Returning to the car to save
Doc, Marty tried to drive off and the engine died once again. This was the last time in the trilogy that it had
done so. The Libyans passed him on the street, and Marty ran back to the mall. Originally believing he was
too late, Marty was in grief, then surprise. Doc recovered, and revealed that he was wearing a bulletproof vest
, having read the warning letter that Marty had written 30 years earlier. Doc told Marty he would go roughly
30 years into the future, "a nice round number". Doc backed the DeLorean up with enough room to reach 88
mph on the street and vanished in three sonic booms. Doc in the now flying DeLorean. While in the future,
Doc decided to give the DeLorean a now standard hover conversion. To afford this, he traveled back to , and
bought several copies of Action Comics 1. To the future Marty: Doc returned to the McFly residence, the
morning after he left. Marty had discovered that his life had changed for the better. His visiting girlfriend
Jennifer Parker , and he, were interrupted by the sonic boom and wind blast. The newly upgraded DeLorean
knocked over some trashcans, and a futuristically-garbed Doc emerged from the vehicle. Doc made use of his
upgraded time machine by adding garbage to the Mr. Plutonium was no longer needed after the trip to the
future. Doc told Marty and Jennifer of their future family, and the trouble that occurred or would occur with
their children. The DeLorean lifted off the ground and its wheels folded providing thrust. The rear louver then
propelled it forward down the street, and Doc turned the car around to get the speed needed to make temporal
displacement. This entire sequence was witnessed by Biff Tannen in the McFly driveway. The time machine
entered October 21 , , then descended through the clouds into a busy skyway , nearly in the wrong lane of
multilevel traffic. Doc pulled off onto an exit ramp to downtown Hill Valley. Biff steals the DeLorean. In a
matter of minutes, Biff returned the vehicle in the same position; however, he was feeling the effects of
changing history. In pain, he left the silver-colored bag and receipt for the almanac, as well as the top of his
cane which broke off in the DeLorean when he doubled over. Getting out of view, Biff slumped to the ground
and faded from existence behind a parked car. Doc and Marty, unaware that anything had happened, returned
to the time machine with Jennifer and headed back for An alternate history "Imagine that this line represents
time. At some point in the past, the timeline skewed into this tangent creating an alternate Alternate for you,
me, Jennifer and Einstein But reality for everyone else. By this time it was too late to prevent the changing of
the timeline. Flying at a high altitude, the DeLorean was nearly hit by an airliner in the sky. The time circuits
began to malfunction as well, indicating temporarily. They traveled back to November 12 , , the date that Biff
revealed to have been the day he had gotten the almanac. Doc hooks onto the pennants. Doc parked the time
machine behind the same sign that Marty hid it the first time in As Doc left Lyon Estates, the car had hooked
onto some of the pennants on the sign. Doc and Marty followed Biff in his car, and hovered over him, until
Marty thought of using the hoverboard to get closer. Marty grabbed the almanac after some fighting, but was
faced with being in the middle of a long tunnel from which to escape. At the end of the tunnel, Doc dropped
the string of pennants that he had hooked onto earlier, and Marty grabbed the rope in time to prevent himself
from getting run over by Biff who crashed, for the second time in a week, into a manure truck. Returning to
Lyon Estates to destroy the almanac, Doc lowered Marty onto the ground, but deemed it unsafe to land the
DeLorean in the storm. Marty successfully burned the almanac in a pail, reverting all effects that had been
created by Biff. The celebration was short-lived; lightning struck a tree close to Marty, who warned Doc about
getting struck himself. The letter , from Doc, had been held in their possession for over 70 years, with
instructions for delivery to that exact position, at that exact moment, to that exact person â€” Marty.
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5: Doc's perspective | Futurepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Marty McFly Returns! The date to which Michael J. Fox's Marty McFly and Christopher Lloyd's Doc Brown time-travel in
the film 'Back to the Future II' is upon us.

Share As creator of the DeLorean time machine , Emmett Brown has a unique perspective of time as he time
travels. Furthermore, he has the perspective of events that occurred involving the time machine even before he
invented it, such as in the case of Marty McFly using it to reach November 5 to November 12 , original
timeline: While standing on his toilet attempting to hang a clock in the bathroom, Doc slips and hits the right
side of his forehead on the sink. When he comes to, he has "a picture in his head" and makes a drawing of
what he will call a flux capacitor. That evening, he tests his brain-wave analyzer on Copernicus. He would
work on the DeLorean for thirty years until the night he demonstrated its capabilities. This is the first time that
Marty sees the time machine for himself. What did I tell you?!? October 26 , 1: Upon hearing him outside,
Doc triggers the rear gate to open on the van and he backs up the DeLorean. After the test, he refuels the
DeLorean with plutonium and talks about seeing the future, but the Libyan terrorists reach Twin Pines Mall
and shoot him dead. In this timeline, Doc is dead, so from his original perspective, he would never recover.
However, Marty escapes, going back nearly thirty years to the date that Doc "invented time travel". November
5 to November 16 , alternate timeline: While standing on his toilet attempting to hang a clock in his bathroom,
Doc slips and hits the right side of his forehead on the sink. That evening, while testing his brain-wave
analyzer on Copernicus, a teenager knocks on his door and claims to have arrived from the future year of "in a
time machine that you invented". Doc drives them out to the site where the Lyon Estates is scheduled to be
built, and finds the time machine itself, built into a futuristic car. When he shows Marty the flux capacitor
drawing, Marty flips a switch and shows him the working flux capacitor. Moments later, he is shocked to see
Marty return, wearing different clothes, and he faints. On the morning of November 13 , Doc wakes up in his
mansion believing that the temporal dispersal had manipulated his brainwaves, resulting in amnesia. However,
upon seeing Marty, Doc is scared white and argues the notion that Marty has returned from where he had just
sent him. Using the repair instructions he finds in the car, Doc repairs the time machine with the best electrical
equipment available in On November 16 , , Doc sends Marty off in the time machine at the Pohatchee
Drive-In , this time on route to , and does not see Marty again for more than a quarter of a century. During this
time, he works on creating the time machine, and obtains plutonium to power it in October from a group of
Libyan terrorists. Through the natural course of time, Doc finds himself at a different situation on Day One of
his journey. After the test, he refuels the DeLorean with plutonium and talks about seeing the future, but the
Libyan terrorists reach Lone Pine Mall After nearly thirty years of waiting, Doc finally gets to travel through
time. Bringing his dog , Einstein , with him, Doc sets a date for thirty years into the future, and ventures to the
year sometime later in the early morning hours of October Doc floors the DeLorean to 88 m. Doc traces the
events back to October 21 before returning to to pick up Marty. October 21 to October 26, or, perhaps,
October 26, and then October 21, , with additional days before or after: Before returning to , however, Doc
spends an indeterminate amount of time in He goes to a rejuvenation clinic and gets an all-natural overhaul.
Doc tells Marty later that the physicians "took out some wrinkles, did a hair repair, changed the blood", adding
"a good thirty or forty years" to his life, and that "They also replaced my spleen and colon. Doc replaces the
plutonium powered reactor with a Mr. Fusion Home Energy Reactor to power the time circuits. Doc
apparently travels to a period before October 21 to do some of his work, because he arranges to place Einstein
in a suspended animation kennel , to be picked up that afternoon. October 26, to October 21, , to October 27,
A: What might be "month two" for Dr. Brown begins when he embarks on a mission to return to Over the
next 24 hours of his life, Doc spends time in , , A, and before ending up in He arrives sometime after Doc
hops out in his clothing, demonstrates the Mr. Fusion reactor that will someday be invented, and tells Marty
that he needs to come with him "back to the future", until Marty points out to him that Jennifer is there as well.
Doc makes the decision to bring her along, since she has information not only about future technology, but
also about the fact that she and Marty will have kids, about whom something "needs to be done". The three get
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in the car and Doc lifts the hovering vehicle aloft and departs for the future, without considering that there will
be other witnesses â€” including Biff Tannen. In the meantime, he would pick up Einstein from the kennel and
then Marty after the exchange was made. The presence of Jennifer complicates his plan however. What was
intended to take only a few minutes ends up instead as a stay of several hours in Doc realizes that by putting
Jennifer to sleep, he did not have enough power to keep Marty Jr. However, Marty changed history in a
different way, by having Griff and his gang arrested, which is satisfactory enough for his mission.
Unfortunately, Jennifer is discovered by the Hill Valley Police and flown to her future home in Hilldale. Even
worse, Doc has to trust Marty to guard the DeLorean time machine rather than letting Marty see his future
home. Doc is horrified to find that his laboratory has been trashed. Breaking into the boarded-up public library
, he learns the course of history in the altered timeline, and that his alternate self has been in an asylum for two
years. Upon visiting his other self to try and make sense of the situation, Doc finds that he was lobotomized
and can no longer communicate. Doc eventually concludes that Biff had been given a sports almanac at some
point prior to , causing a serious disruption in the space-time continuum. In this alternate , there is a
counterpart to Doc Brown who was hospitalized in and eventually lobotomized, whose existence and fate is
known to Doc after he arrives there in the time machine. In both timelines, Doc Brown had been the only
person who was aware of time travel after Biff had been warned by his older self to expect a confrontation
from a wild-eyed man "claiming to be a scientist", and this awareness, coupled with the fact that Doc began
helping the Hill Valley Civic Committee , is likely why he had Doc hospitalized. November 12, 2nd time:
After Doc arrives from A to , he stays at the construction site for Lyon Estates while Marty goes into town,
and spends time repairing the defect in the time circuits. Staying in communication with Marty by
walkie-talkie , Doc walks into downtown and inadvertently runs into his younger self. As his younger self
requests a wrench, he hands it to him without showing his face and creating a paradox. Doc then pedals the
two miles back to Lyon Estates and retrieves the DeLorean. During this time, Doc has to talk Marty through
the various situations that Marty has gotten himself into while trying to retrieve the almanac. Doc quickly flies
to Hill Valley High with plans to go home and begins to untangle the pennants caught on the vehicle.
Unfortunately, Marty greets him with the announcement that he "blew it" and that Biff has taken the almanac
back. Upon seeing Marty head into the tunnel, but not come out the other side, he surmises Marty would
somehow return to the entry point. Upon seeing Marty near the tunnel entrance, Doc drops the pennants which
he had run into above the entrance, allowing Marty to escape Biff. Doc and Marty fly back to Lyon Estates
and he tells Marty to destroy the almanac. Upon Marty setting fire to the almanac using a matchbook taken
from the Pleasure Paradise in A, Doc reads the newspaper of his commitment and sees as it changes to him
receiving a medal in Doc begins to celebrate, however the lightning storm prevents him from landing the
DeLorean. Within seconds, the DeLorean is struck by lightning in midair and vanishes into a figure 8 fire trail.
Ironically, Doc is stranded in the past by the same lightning storm that kept Marty from being stranded in
January 1 to September 1, Emmett Brown survives the lightning strike, but finds himself stranded in the year
On July 4 , he attempts to drink a shot of whiskey , but is knocked out cold from the effects. He recovers with
the help of the bartender Chester , and decides to not drink it again. After more than seven months, Doc
concludes that the time circuits cannot be repaired, and that suitable replacement parts â€” particularly
transistors â€” will not be invented for another sixty-two years. Doc abandons his own plans for further time
travel, and shifts his focus to the problem of how to help Marty get home. Satisfied that Marty will receive the
letter, Doc then looks forward to spending the rest of his life working as a blacksmith in the Old West.
Unfortunately, he has made the mistake of shoeing a horse for a man named Buford Tannen. September 2 to
September 7 , shot dead: After sending the letter, Doc encounters Buford, who is infuriated for having his
horse throw a shoe. Buford announces that he lost a bottle of Kentucky Redeye and shot the horse, equating to
eighty dollars that he should be reimbursed. Doc refuses and Buford warns him that he would get a bullet in
his back the next time they met. On September 3 , Doc is visited by Hubert , who lets him know that the new
schoolteacher is arriving in town by train and that her name is Clara Clayton. On September 4 , Doc picks up
Clara from the train station and they fall in love at first sight. Doc takes her to her new house and they part
ways for the day. By Doc intervening, Clara does not fall into Shonash Ravine. On September 5 , the Hill
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Valley Festival is held in the evening to raise funds for the continued construction of the Hill County
Courthouse. At the Festival, Doc has his photograph taken in front of the clock intended for the Hill County
Courthouse. Later, Doc and Clara find each other and dance, however Buford finds him in the crowd and
shoots him with his derringer. Doc slowly bleeds for two days, until he dies on Monday, September 7. Clara
erects a tombstone in his memory and never marries Doc. September 2 to September 7, survives: On the
morning of September 3 , Doc hears some commotion outside his stable and sees that it is Marty being hanged
from the courthouse.
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6: Marty () - Delbert Mann | Synopsis, Characteristics, Moods, Themes and Related | AllMovie
dear marty, i've been talking to some producers lately pre-production stuff, i believe. and, i've been hearing many
different opinions. one dude wanted to change the songs a lot, another one said it was good as it is i feel doubtful. i am
with a hired band i trust.

All my brothers and brothers-in-laws tell me what a good-hearted guy I am. You get kicked around long
enough, you become a professor of pain. Well, all I know is I had a good time last night. Hey Ang, when are
you going to get married? You oughta be ashamed of yourself. Pilletti[ edit ] [to Catherine] Where you go,
rain go. Someday you gonna smile, we gonna have a big holiday. Aunt Catherine[ edit ] College girls are one
step from the street, I tell you. My son Joseph wife, she type on the typewriter - one step from the street! These
are the worst years, I tell you. And what am I gonna do with myself? I want to clean. I want to cook. I want to
make dinner for my children. Am I an old dog to lay near the fire till my eyes close? These are terrible years,
Theresa, terrible years What are you gonna do if Marty gets married? What are you gonna cook? What are you
gonna do? Dialogue[ edit ] Marty Piletti: So there you are. You know how I figure. Well, my father was a real
ugly man but my mother adored him. She told me how she used to get so miserable sometimes â€” like
everybody, you know? And, and she says my father always tried to understand. And I used to adore my old
man because he was always so kind. And my father was a real ugly man.
7: Marty McFly Returns!
Back to the Future is a American science fiction film directed by Robert Zemeckis and written by Zemeckis and Bob
Gale. It stars Michael J. Fox as teenager Marty McFly, who accidentally travels back in time to , where he meets his
future parents and becomes his mother's romantic interest.

8: It's Back To The Future Day!
A younger Marty makes a small cameo in the Pepe's Burgers commercial in which he sings. Greg comes up with how
he could sing it with the $10,, check that Marty previously gave him in Drop Beat Dad.

9: DeLorean time machine | Futurepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
FAIRBANKS â€” The cover shot says it all. There's wild-eyed Marty Meierotto, his head of wavy hair corralled by a
bandana just like it always is, standing in what looks to be the stark Alaska.
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